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100 years of Chinese American
history in Minnesota is chronicled
in photo exhibit
By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

T

he project
"100 Years
of Chinese
American History in
MN from 1911 - 2011
- Story from Within"
was unveiled at a recent ribbon cutting
ceremony of the Photo Exhibition held at
the historic Landmark
Center in St. Paul.
This event is sponsored by the Minnesota Chinese Cultural Services Center
(MCCSC), Chinese
American Academic and Professional Association in Minnesota (CAAPAM), Asian
Media Access (AMA), Minnesota Veterans
Association in Minnesota (MCVA), and
several other Chinese community organiza-

Ribbon cutting ceremony
tions. The project will highlight the Chinese
American Minnesotans, their contributions
and struggles, with a special emphasis on
the Oral and Photo History throughout

Minnesota. The event
included the ribbon
cutting ceremony for
the Photo Exhibition,
Introduction of the
15 Oral History Interviewees, and Exhibition Tour.
Prior to the ribbon
cutting, the gathering was welcomed
by Biing-Huei Su,
followed by remarks
from Brian Horrigan,
representing the Minnesota Historical Society and Weiming
Liu. Angie Hwang then introduced each of
the 15 people that participated in the oral
history portion and presented them with a
gift of appreciation.
100 Years continues on Page 8
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By World Bank Beijing Office
OVERVIEW

China’s economic growth has remained
resilient as the macro stance moved towards
normalization. Both fiscal and monetary
policy contributed to the normalization.
Consumption growth slowed in early 2011.
But overall domestic demand held up well,
supported by still strong investment growth.
Real estate investment has so far remained
robust to measures to contain housing
prices—a policy focus. Reducing inflation is
the other policy priority, after inflation rose
to 5.4 percent, largely on higher food prices.
The economic outlook remains broadly
favorable. The global growth outlook has
so far been little affected by the higher
raw commodity prices and the earthquake
in Japan. Domestically, headwind from a
normalized macroeconomic stance, inflation, and somewhat slower global growth is
likely to be partly offset by solid corporate
investment and a still robust labor market.
An expected slowdown in mainstream housing construction should in part be compensated by the government’s ambitious social
housing construction plans. With a broadly
neutral contribution of net trade, we now
project China’s real GDP growth at 9.3
percent in 2011 and 8.7 percent in 2012.
The surge in raw commodity prices means
we expect another decline in the current account surplus this year. However, whether
the trend towards a lower external surplus
and lower dependence on external trade will
be sustained remains to be seen.
A fully normalized macro policy stance
is key to address the macro risks with respect
to inflation and the housing market. With
food price increases slowing, sequentially,

and core inflation still in check, inflation
should moderate eventually. However,
much of the impact of the higher oil and
industrial commodity prices is still in the
pipeline, inflation expectations are high and
there is little spare capacity in the economy,
overall. To address the risks on inflation and
the property market, macro policy is typically better placed than moral suasion and
administrative measures. It is too early to
stop the macro tightening. Two way risks
are better dealt with by maintaining fiscal
and monetary flexibility.
While the macro and financial risks on
the property market require macroeconomic
measures and reforms, social concerns
require a different policy response. Macro
and financial policy is supposed to prevent
different types of risks from building up
and make the economy and the financial
system robust to a possible property downturn, rather than mainly focus on containing
overall housing prices. If housing prices are
considered systematically too high from
a market perspective, macroeconomic levers are more obvious than administrative
measures, especially locally administered
ones. On the other hand, making housing
more affordable for targeted groups requires
sustainable rules based arrangements, almost unavoidably explicitly subsidized by
the government. The scaling up of social
housing is in the right direction. However,
finding a transparent, rules based financing
model is key.
The 12th 5 Year Plan can provide
direction for reform. Its two key overall
objectives are rebalancing and industrial
upgrading and moving up the value chain in

manufacturing. Policy-wise, it is important
to find the right balance between these two.
With regard to the 5 Year Plan’s growth targets, the challenge is to make them binding
and consistent nationwide. The targeted 4
percentage points of GDP increase in the
share of services is ambitious but supported
by fruitful policy proposals. The targeting
of wage growth at or above GDP growth is
new. Reforms of inter-governmental fiscal
relations will be crucial for achieving meaningful progress on a range of other policy
priorities. Barriers to labor mobility may
require more attention.

Book Review
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RECENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTS

Economic growth remained resilient
as the macro stance moved towards normalization. Sequential GDP growth eased
from 10 percent in the last quarter of 2010
to 8.7 percent in the first quarter of 2011
at a seasonally adjusted annualized rate
(SAAR), according to the new estimates
of the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS),
leaving output up 9.7 percent on a year
ago; our estimates suggest somewhat faster
sequential growth. The overall fiscal stance
implies some withdrawal of stimulus in
2010 and 2011. The monetary stance was
normalized through the first quarter of this
year, with higher interest rates and reserve
requirement ratios and, most importantly,
reinforced quantitative guidance on bank
lending. As a result, credit and money (M2)
growth slowed in early 2011, although
overall financing conditions remained accommodative (Figure 1).
China Quarterly continues on Page 10

The Dalai Lama’s visit to
Minnesota filled with many
activities and events
Page 16
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announcements

First Asian American
on Federal Bench in
Minnesota

The Honorable Tony N. Leung was
sworn in on April 29, 2011 as a new U.S.
Magistrate Judge by Chief U.S. District
Court Judge Michael J. Davis in Minneapolis, MN. Judge Leung becomes the
first Asian-Pacific American to serve on
the federal bench in Minnesota. Prior to
today, Judge Leung had served for nearly
17 years as a state District Court Judge in
Minnesota’s Fourth Judicial District in Hennepin County. He was born in Hong Kong,
immigrated to the U.S. when he was six
years old, and became the first Asian-Pacific
American judge in Minnesota history when
he was appointed in 1994 by Governor Arne
H. Carlson.

Before taking the bench he was an
equity partner of Faegre & Benson, a law
firm based in Minneapolis with a number
of offices nationally and internationally,
and practiced primarily in the areas of real
estate and asset-based transactions. He
graduated with honors from Yale University,
and New York University School of Law.
He also studied at Beijing University on an
international exchange program in 1981.
Judge Leung is a Fellow of the American
Bar Foundation.
Judge Leung won the 2000 Trailblazers Award from the National Asian-Pacific
American Bar Association in Washington,
D.C. He was on the founding board of the
National Asian-Pacific American Bar Association – MN Chapter. He is a past president
of the Organization of Chinese Americans
– MN Chapter. He was also on the founding
board of the Twin Cities Committee on Minorities in Large Law Firms, which started
the annual Minnesota Minority Recruitment
Conference. Judge Leung was also one of
the founding board members of Twin Cities
Diversity in Practice, and served as its first
board chair. He co-chaired for several years
the Minnesota State Bar Association’s Court
Rules and Administration Committee. 
Editor’s Note: China Insight featured
Judge Leung in the article “Representatives
of the Silent Minority: An introduction to
Chinese of interest” by Greg Hugh in the
March 2004 issue.
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US-China Business Connections presents
Mary Jo Stangl, Minnesota Trade Office,
International Education Advisor
TOPIC: China Market Research—Where in the World Do I Look?
The UCBC June breakfast meeting will
be held on Wednesday, June 1, 2011 from
7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. at McNamara Center at
Dunwoody College, 818 Dunwoody Blvd.,
Minneapolis, MN 55403.
Mary Jo Stangl, Minnesota Trade Office,
International Education Advisor will present “China Market Research—Where in the
World Do I Look?” Ms. Stangl will share

her expertise as it relates to researching trade
prospects and industry trends for companies
looking to the Chinese market.
To make a reservation to attend, e-mail
ucbcevent@gmail.com or call Jim Smith at
612-865-6543 The cost is US$25 per person (UCBC members and college students
FREE). Parking is free in the student lot.
UCBC is a non-profit organization

providing an educational and networking
forum for entrepreneurs and companies
interested in developing business relationships with China. The organization consists
of entrepreneurs, who either already been
doing business in China or are looking for
business opportunities in China, and all with
varying levels of knowledge and experience
in China. www.ucbcgroup.org. 

Dragon Festival 2011
is coming in July

The Emperor’s Private Paradise
on view at the
Milwaukee Art Museum
The Milwaukee Art Museum is one of
only three museums in the world to showcase this summer’s feature exhibition, The
Emperor’s Private Paradise: Treasures from
the Forbidden City, with over ninety objects
never before seen by the public from the
Qianlong Garden, the eighteenth-century
emperor’s two-acre retreat. For the first
time, these breathtaking objects, including
murals, paintings, furniture, architectural
and garden components, jades, and cloisonné, leave the sanctity of the secluded
compound in Beijing. Milwaukee is their
last stop before returning to China for
permanent display in the restored garden
complex. Visit www.mam.org/china for
more information and to purchase tickets
in advance.
Four additional exhibitions complement
the China experience:
• Emerald Mountains: Modern Chinese
Ink Paintings from the Chu-tsing Li
Collection—the finest and most extensive
collection of its kind in the West
• Warriors, Beasts, and Spirits:
Early Chinese Art from the James
Conley Collection—an unprecedented,
comprehensive view of the artistic
development of Chinese funerary art from
the Han, Tang, and Ming dynasties.
• On Site: Zhan Wang—an updated,
twenty-first-century makeover in stainless
steel of traditional scholars’ rocks by the
Beijing-based artist.

• Way of the Dragon: The Chinoiserie
Style, 1710–1830 (opens June 30)–an exploration into the Chinese-inspired ornamentation style as an expression of Western ideas
about the East.
And don’t miss:
• Chinese Cultural Fest (July 23 and
24)—a unique festival featuring acrobatics, traditional dance, Chinese folk music,
martial arts, hands-on activities, a marketplace, and authentic food, presented by the
Milwaukee Chinese Cultural Community
Center.
For group tour information, contact the
Tour Scheduler. e-mail
grouptours@mam.org or call
414-224-3842. 
The Emperor’s Private Paradise: Treasures from the Forbidden City was organized by the Peabody Essex Museum in
partnership with the Palace Museum and
in cooperation with the World Monuments
Fund and has been made possible through
generous support from the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group and American Express.
Additional support was provided by the E.
Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation, the National Endowment for the Arts,
and by ECHO (Education through Cultural
and Historical Organizations), a program of
the U.S. Department of Education.

Read the paper online at

www.chinainsight.info

The Dragon Festival is Minnesota's leading Asian Pacific event held each summer
at Phalen Park in St. Paul, Minnesota. This
year’s festival will be held the weekend of
July 9 and 10 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Lake Phalen comes alive with two days
of colorful, traditional dances and music
to showcase the performance arts of Asia.
Dances from the ceremonial to the theatrical and are as varied as the colors on the
performers' authentic costumes!
Each Asian country has its own indelible sound even though the instruments are
rather similar. From the mesmerizing sound
of the Chinese flute to the energetic Taiko

drumming, Asian music with its pentatonic
melody sounds exotic.
Some highlights of Dragon Festival
include:
--Dragon boat races
--Asian cultural dances
--Martial arts demonstrations
--5k walk sponsored by Blue Cross Blue
Shield of Minnesota (registration
required)
--Children’s activities
--Various food vendors
Visit www.dragonfestival.org for more
information. 
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University of
Minnesota Chinese
language students
sweep Midwest
competition
Three students from the University of
Minnesota’s Department of Asian Languages and Literatures (ALL) won first prizes at
the second College Student Chinese Speech
Contest of the Midwest Area on April 23
at Purdue University in West Lafayette,
Ind. Forty contestants from 10 universities
participated in the contest.
Peter Wagner, a post-secondary education student from Sandstone, Minn., won
the only first prize for level one students;
Anthony Dodge and Heather Kaus won
the only first prizes for level two. Kaus is a
communication studies major and Chinese
minor from Northeast Minneapolis. Dodge
is a native of Shoreview, Minn., and is an accounting and finance major, Chinese minor.
Contestants were required to give a
prepared three minute speech in Chinese,
followed by a cultural presentation such
as a Chinese song, dance, painting, calligraphy, paper cut, puppet show, martial
arts or musical performance. For example,
Kaus spoke about her experiences studying
in China, and then gave a realistic imitation
of the Beijing Opera piece “Hong Niang.”

China Center welcomes and
honors visitors from China
One of the key functions of the University of Minnesota’s China Center is to
host visiting delegations from China. This
past spring has brought several important
visitors from China to Minnesota: the governor of Shaanxi—Minnesota’s sister state,
the president of Renmin University—a top
University in China, and the president of the
Chinese Academy of Sciences.

Associate Vice President and Dean of
International Programs Meredith McQuaid,
Shaanxi Governor Zhao Zhengyong, and
Confucius Institute Director and Interim
China Center Director Joan Brzeznski in
front of a replica of a terra cotta warrior
from Xi’an, Shaanxi at the University
International Center.

Vice President Walter Mondale at Dorsey
and Whitney LLP, they visited the 3M
Innovation Center, the University of Minnesota, and spent time with representatives
from the U.S.-China People’s Friendship
Association.

Partner Universities

Renmin University is a strong partner
to the University of Minnesota. This partnership was made official when Renmin
University President Ji Boacheng visited
the University to sign a Memorandum of
Understanding. President Ji led the delegation composed of his top administrators as
they visited with several key departments
on campus: the University Foundation, the
Law School, the Department of Philosophy,
the Global Programs and Strategy Alliance,
and with Senior Vice President for System
Academic Administration Robert Jones.

Sister States

Shaanxi Governor Zhao Zhengyong
and his delegation visited Minnesota to
meet with newly elected Minnesota Governor Mark Dayton. In addition to meeting
with Governor Dayton, the delegation met
with preeminent Minnesotans and Minnesota businesses. They met with former

Renmin University President Ji Boacheng
and University of Minnesota Senior
Vice President for System Academic
Administration Robert Jones sign a
memorandum of understanding.

President of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences Bai Chunli and University of
Minnesota President Robert Bruininks at
the dinner celebrating the conferral of an
honorary doctorate upon Dr. Bai.

Honoring a Scholar

Dr. Bai Chunli, president of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and president
of the Graduate University of the Chinese
Academy of Sciences, received an Honorary Doctor of Science degree from the
University of Minnesota. The nomination
for the honorary doctorate was submitted
by the College of Science and Engineering
(formally Institute of Technology) and the
China Center and was based on his contributions to scientific research. Dr. Bai is a
key architect of China’s nanotechnology
development and “father” of China’s scanning tunneling microscopy. 
All photos courtesy of the University of
Minnesota China Center.

Wagner performed Chinese-style unicycling
and juggling, while Dodge performed a
traditional work, "The Butterfly Lovers,"
on cello.
Hong Wei, director of the Confucius
Institute at Purdue University, sent a letter
of congratulations, saying “Your students
made a foremost impression on each of us,
with their extraordinary speech and performance talents.”
Kaus was also selected to participate
in the 10th Chinese Bridge competition in
Changsha, China, in August, where she will
face winners from other regional competitions held around the world this spring.
The students were coached by many
members of the University of Minnesota’s
Chinese language program, led by instructor Ling Wang. This is not the first time
University of Minnesota students have
swept this competition; at the first event,
in 2007, University of Minnesota students
won five first prizes. Their trip this year
was sponsored by ALL and the University's
Confucius Institute. 

University of Minnesota
College of Continuing
Education offers a
one-day course on the
unknown side of China

The University of Minnesota College of
Continuing Education presents Beyond the
Great Wall: The Unknown Side of China on
July 18. This one-day course will go beyond
the familiar image of China represented by
the Great Wall and Tiananmen Square and
examine lesser known aspects of Chinese
culture, society, and economics. Attendees
will hear from people who have spent their
lives working and living in China and researching intriguing elements of Chinese
culture. First, an introductory presentation
will provide an overview of modern China
with an eye towards traveling there and
getting off the beaten path. China also has
a booming contemporary art scene, including photography, new media, sculpture,
and painting. Diane Willow, an artist and
professor who has been working in China
on interactive art projects and collaborative
exchanges with artists in Beijing, will talk
about the dynamic contemporary art scene
there.
After lunch, there will be a discussion
about how China has been represented in
the United States through the media and
how these representations are tied into
history and politics. Attendees will examine newspaper articles, textbooks, films,
journals, interviews, and literature with an
eye towards unraveling some of the representations (or mis-representations) of China
today. Finally, the day will end with a look
at China's changing and growing role in the
world economy.
Visit http://www.cce.umn.edu/courses/
CC-0188.html for more information. 

Tickets are available for most Twins games this season. Check back often
for up-to-date availability. TWINSBASEBALL.COM • 612-33-TWINS
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Amy Chua, Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother. (New York: Penguin Press, 2011). 237 pp. ISBN 9781594202841
Reviewed by Raymond Lum

Here’s the skinny: I hate this book.
I hate it not for what it is (because I have
not yet figured out what it is) but because of
what it appears to be.
It reads like an overlong diary entry
written with no literary merit whatsoever. I
heard the author interviewed on the radio,
but in preparation for writing this review I
have resisted reading anything in print about
it, and I bought it (at half price on Kindle)
only because the publisher of China Insight
asked me to review it. So, here is what it
about, I think:
Amy Chua (pronounced chwah, not
chew-ah as heard in the interviews) is a
professor of Law at Yale University and a
daughter of Chinese parents who immigrated to the United States from the Philippines.
Like the author, her father is an academic, at
the University of California, Berkeley. That
information immediately tells us that her
parents are educated in Chinese and English,
unlike the majority of Chinese immigrants,
who came (and still come, in large measure)
as non-professionals (read: laborers).
At some point the author determined,
apparently with the connivance (my word)
of her Jewish-American husband, to raise
their two daughters based on a model of the
Chinese mother that the author appears to
have invented. Throughout the book, Chua
strongly differentiates between how Chinese
mothers raise their children–––with the
Chinese model the correct one–––and how
so-called “Westerners” raise theirs. Mirabile dictu, the last time I looked, Yale was
still in New Haven, which is not in China, so
one is led to wonder who the “Westerners”
are. Chua does grant that some “Westerners” (those who agree with her method of
child rearing) can be designated “Chinese
mothers.” Chua states at one point that “…a
tiny part of me regrets that I did not marry
another Chinese person and worries that
I am letting down four thousand years of
civilization [because of that; p. 18].” Her
poor non-Chinese husband: what must he
think of that? We await his book.
Among the activities the daughters were
not allowed are [pp. 2-3]:
-attend a sleepover;
-have a playdate;
-be in a school play;
-complain about not being in a school

play;
-watch TV or play computer games;
-get any grade less than an A;
-not be the #1 student in every subject
except gym and drama;
-play any instrument other than the
piano or violin.
The author also states that, for a Chinese
mother, “...the only activities your children
should be permitted to do are those in which
they can eventually win a medal…”and that
medal must be gold [p. 5]. “ I cringed when
I read that, perhaps because I have no gold
medals. In fact, I have no medals at all.
Chua goes to extremes to define her
daughters as superior to Westerners (but
aren’t they Westerners?): they are musically
talented, beautiful (and the photos in the
book do bear that out), obedient, respectful. The elder knew the alphabet at age 18
months and was reading Sartre at age 3 [p.
8]. They are fluent in Mandarin, which is
odd because Mandarin is not the language
of their grandparents, who moved to Manila
from China’s southeast province of Fujian.
And what does “fluent” mean, anyway?
Can they converse on a social level? Order
a blood test? Tell the auto shop to check the
carburetor? Even native-born speakers probably cannot do the latter two even though
they can claim to be “fluent.” Anyway, in
the Chinese worldview overseas Chinese are
rarely considered to be Chinese no matter
which of the Chinese languages they know.
Even the author’s dogs are superior
(drivers screech to a halt to admire them [p.
159]), as are her friends (one speaks many
languages and reads even more, “including
Sanskrit and Ancient Greek [p. 109]”). The
book is filled with such digressions, some on
her sister, some on family vacations, others
on people they know, on music. Few add
anything to the narrative.
Chua appears to use her own mother as
a model of parenting, but even her mother
objects to the way she controls her daughters. And control is what it is all about, not a
relationship. Mother knows best, at all times
on all topics. That reminds me of the elderly
Chinese immigrant father in the Hollywood
movie “Flower Drum Song” who tells his
American-born teenage son something like,
“When you are old enough to think for
yourself, I will tell you.”
The younger daughter, the violin prodigy, eventually rebels and wins. I cheered for
her. The older daughter, the piano prodigy
(and the daughters were not allowed to be
less than prodigies), does not rebel. The
daughters’ own memoirs will be revealing
counterpoints to the mother’s book if they
ever write them. Mother, father, daughters:
this could be a whole industry of memoirs.
If this book is received as something
other than self parody, then Chua gives Chinese mothers (both those in China and those
in the U.S.) a bad press as over-bearing,
controlling, Western-hating parents. She
makes sweeping, unsubstantiated claims
about what Chinese parents demand, such
as total obedience where failure at anything
is not an option [p. 146], and about nonChinese, “liberal Western parents” who are
“weak-willed and indulgent [p. 27]” when
it comes to practicing piano or violin.
I have intimate decades-long relationships with Chinese mothers and fathers
and their children, and have only in a single
instance viewed such total control over a

young life, which was a devastating failure
for the whole family, which also has a Chinese (from China) mother and “Westerner”
father. In the Chinese community where I
grew up, where we did not have violins,
nobody had the option of controlling every
aspect of their children’s lives: they had to
spend twelve hours a day laboring in laundries, grocery stores, restaurants, or garment
industry sweatshops to put food on the table.
There were no foreign vacations. There were
no vacations at all. We learned values from
our parents, our siblings, our church, our
mostly homogeneous community, from our
schools and our teachers. We did not attend
Julliard or perform at Carnegie Hall; we
never even heard of them. We had friends
both Chinese and non-Chinese, and we
turned out fine, well-rounded, educated, and
free. Ah, free; yes, that.
In the interest of full disclosure, I reveal here that I have known the publisher
of China Insight since I was 9 years old, a
long time indeed. Our Chinese-American
families are somewhat entwined, as his wife
is my cousin and one of his brothers is my
non-medalist son’s godfather.
Although Amy Chua in this tome constantly rubs salt into the wounds of “Westerners” who do not know how to raise their
children correctly (meaning her way) or
how to be Chinese mothers (not they that
want to be), she displays no awareness of
an important Chinese tenet: we do not hang
our dirty linen in public.
If the author were to acknowledge that
this book is not serious, then one might read
it on an entirely different level and laugh
with rather than at the Tiger Mother, who
refers to her own grandmother as “Dragon
Lady [p. 15].” But as it stands, one word in
the title succinctly sums up her approach to
her daughters: Battle. Towards the end of
this weary book the author hints at partial
defeat and partial acknowledgement that
she was not always right. A lot of time,
ink, and paper were expended to reach that
anticipated conclusion.
Even as self parody this book will
rankle both “Westerners,” who will resent
how Chua characterizes them, and other
Chinese-Americans who will not recognize
themselves in Chua’s depiction of Chinese
mothers.
Notes to the text give an overview of
where Chua got some of her ideas about
parenting, about the phenomenon of Asian
“music moms,” the Chinese zodiac (source

of “Tiger” in the title), and about Samoyeds,
her smarter dogs.
At the outset of her narrative Chua
defines the tiger: “…the living symbol of
strength and power, [it] generally inspires
fear and respect [p. 1].” Must China and
the Chinese forever be stereotyped in print
as dragons and tigers? Is that an effort to
dehumanize the Chinese? Must we always
be defined by paper placemats in ChineseAmerican restaurants? Aiya!
One of my closest friends was also my
English teacher in high school. Whenever
I complain about anything–––my difficult
childhood (weren’t they all?), my salary,
Chicago’s weather, the service in restaurants, poor grammar on the radio–––her
response is invariable: “Get over it!”
That’s good advice for tiger mothers
as well. 
Editor’s Note: Amy Chua’s oldest daughter Sophia Chua-Rubenfeld started a blog,
“New Tiger in Town” (http://tigersophia.
blogspot.com/), in response to the controversy generated by her mother’s book.

Raymond Lum
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A leisurely evening
of jade appreciation
at a Chinese home

O

n May 20 the
Chinese Heritage Foundation
Friends continued
its occasional series, A Leisurely
Evening at a Chinese Home, at
Gramercy Park. Adding jade
appreciation as an educational
component to the evening saw
many attendees bringing their
family heirlooms as well as
recent acquisitions for all to enjoy. A sparkling jadeite bangle
bracelet found a companion in a
variegated nephrite one, while a
translucent white phoenix looked
over its shoulders at a ‘mutton fat’
little boy bearing a bat (the word
Ming Tschou (r), the founder of CHF discusses jade ‘bat’ in Chinese is a homonym to
with gathering
‘blessings’ and therefore a symbol of good fortune) on his back.
How does one explain to an innocent 9-year-old that the chocolate brown color in a
white jade bangle is really not due to it having been buried once with a corpse and therefore
stained by the blood of the deceased, as legends would have it? Everyone was deeply appreciative of the willingness of everyone else for bringing in cherished objects and sharing
the family stories behind them. We were all richer because of them.
In between jade jam
sessions, many novices
at mahjong congregated
at two tables to unravel
the mysteries behind
the tiles. Similarities to
bridge notwithstanding,
the seemingly infinite
possibilities of pairings
and sequences within
each ‘suite’ continued
to confound. The tactile
satisfaction of feeling
the carving on the individual tiles added to the
Scott Simpson learning the finer points of mahjong
game’s fascination. No
wonder it is touted as an
invigorating game for seniors!
As the evening drew to a close, young and old alike, satiated with good food from
Golden Bowl Restaurant and relaxed from easygoing conversations, smiled and bid each
other farewell, until the next time. 
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100 years of Chinese
American history in
Minnesota is chronicled in
photo exhibit
Continues from Page 1

Biing-Huei Su welcomes gathering at the
Landmark Center
The reason of choosing the 100 years
- from 1911 - 2011 is inspired by the Minnesota Historical Society book – “Chinese
in Minnesota” description:
By 1910 the Chinese population had
grown to nearly 400. This included more
than 100 Chinese men in Iron Range towns,
where they operated small businesses,
including laundries, to meet the demands
of the men who worked in lumber camps
and mines. Family life developed slowly in
Minnesota's early Chinese community and
elsewhere in the United States, due to the
restrictions of the immigration law, Chinese
tradition, and the high cost of trans-Pacific
travel. Nevertheless, at least six families
were established in Minnesota before 1910.
The year 1911 is seen as a new beginning for Chinese American in Minnesota,
with establishing immigration patterns and
soon many events followed, such as: establishing cultural and social organizations,
businesses, involving in mainland politics,
and active education exchange, etc.
After the ribbon cutting ceremony the
gathering returned to the hall where they
partook of a variety of healthy snacks to visit
and join in a celebratory toast of the event
with committee members that is organizing
the event.
The project intends capture information about Chinese immigration history in
Minnesota, settling experience and their
memories in relationships to historical
events back in the homeland. The whole
project will include:

• 15 Oral History Interviews with Chinese Americans in Minnesota
• Photo and Audio/Video Exhibition,
May – June, 2011 (along with Chinese
American Artists’ works)
• Educational Package with DVDs,
including Photo Exhibition of Chinese
American History in MN, 15 Oral History
Interviews, 100 Chinese Families Slide
Show and the whole year event records.
The 100 Years of Chinese American
History in Minnesota Photo Exhibition I will
continue at the Landmark Center, 75-5th St.
W., St. Paul, until June 15: Mon., Tue., Wed.,
Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m., Thu. 8 a.m.-8 p.m., Sat.
10 a.m.- 5 p.m., Sun. Noon-5 p.m. Admission is free.

Brian Horrigan, a curator at the Minnesota
Historical Society, addresses the group
The exhibit will then be moved and
becomes 100 Years of Chinese American
History in Minnesota Photo Exhibition II &
Chinese American Arts Exhibition that will
be unveiled at an Opening Gala on June 16,
2011 from 4 p.m.-6 p.m., at the Burnsville
Performing Arts Center, 12600 Nicollet
Avenue, Burnsville, Minn. The exhibit will
be on display from June 16-July 16, 2011.
For complete information on this and other
upcoming events visit
www.roc100minnesota.info or call
651-733-9827.
All of these events are free and open to
the public. The Minnesota Historical Society’s Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund made
this project possible. 

Bob Bergad with granddaughter Iris (never too young to learn)
All photos by John Ho

Read the paper online at
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Members of the organizing committee share a celebratory toast
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Inaugural Pan Asian Arts Festival a success

L

ed by Pan Asian Arts Alliance,
local Asian American & Pacific
Islander (AAPI) arts groups came
together to host the first ever Pan Asian Arts
Festival, Part I: Festival/Asian Style, a Family Day Celebration of May Asian Heritages,
on May 1 at the Landmark Center. About
fifteen hundred people attended and enjoyed
five hours of fun. The event from noon to
5 p.m. included Asian storytelling, cultural
dances, music performed by the Chinese
Music Ensemble, Asian food, Henna body
tattoos, face painting, carnival games, and
much more.
There were at total of 21 dances from 15
different dance academies and three wellknown storytellers: Vietnamese story teller
Phước Thị Minh Trần, Indian story teller
Bilquis Dairkee and Korean story teller Eh
Taw Dwe.
Modern Indian Dance Academy R.G.K.
Dance & Fitness Studio opened up the dance
performances around 12:30 p.m. RGK combines Indian classical music fused with contemporary western dances. The first dance
depicted a theme of victory, and another
dance depicted a theme of love.
Following RGK was Minnesota Chinese
Dance Theater (MCDT), which performed
to “Yun Yang Castanets.” MCDT was founded in 1992 by Ms. Tianjiang Cui. It is a community performing group of 20 dancers ages
range from 6 to 60. The Sumunar Dance
Ensemble performed a blend of classical
court dances, folk dances incorporating the
martial arts, and new choreographies using
traditional and modern movements. Beautiful masks and vibrant costumes related the

Dance) and “Fan Dance”, performed by
Mu Gung Hwa Korean Dance Academy,
which illuminates the Korean culture. One
of the traditional games during the Korean
Lunar Year festival is dramatized in the
“Doll Dance.” Each participant makes and
decorates a beautiful Korean doll. Then
she manipulates the doll she has made,
puppet fashion, in the various movements
of the dance. Here, the Mu Gung Hwa
dancers actually become the dolls and give
their interpretation of this ancient “Puppet
Dance” of the New Year. Another traditional
dance, “Fan Dance”, widely regarded as the
most unique Korean traditional dance, this
splendid dance with luxurious dresses and
brilliant fans of painted blossoms illustrates
the beauty of vivid colors and the harmony
of group movements.
Twin Cities Chinese Dance Center
danced “The Little Girls with Penguins”
choreographed by Huanru Zhang. These
adorable penguins and playful little girls
had such a good time playing together! This
light-hearted dance encouraged everyone to
protect the environment in order to continue
the harmony between humans and nature.
The Japanese dance group Sansei Yonsei Kai was formed over 35 years ago, and
continues the long-standing tradition of the
Japanese American community in the Twin
Cities. Made up of multicultural dancers,
Sansei Yonsei Kai fosters the understanding
and awareness of Japanese culture through
the recreation and presentation of traditional
and contemporary ethnic dances. They
performed two folk dances: “Sukiyaki”
and “Fuji.”

Members of one of the fifteen dance groups
• Part III: Photo Exhibition, “100 Years
students or 6 classes ranging from ages 6
of Chinese American History in MN, from
to 45 years old.
Last but not least, with over 40 dancers, 1911- 2011”, May 1-June 13 at the LandKaren Cultural Organization of Minnesota mark Center.
This unique project is sponsored by the
performed “Karen Done Dance” and “Karen
Traditional Dance”, with live music and Arts and Cultural Heritage Fund from MN
drum. The “Festival/Asian Style” ended State Arts Board (which that was created by
with the music performance by the Min- a vote of the people of Minnesota on Nov.,
nesota Chinese Music Ensemble, with the 2008.), City of St Paul’s Cultural Star Grant,
theme of “100 Years of Journey: Remember and Metropolitan Regional Arts Council
the Past, Honor the Present, Celebrate the (MRAC).
The advisory committee included: Asian
Future”. The music ensemble had carefully
selected music pieces that were composed Media Access, Dao Lan Dance Studio, Hoat specific times or that reflect significant ang Anh Vietnamese Dance Group, James
events from various eras during the past Lee, MN Sunshine Dance, MN Ocean
Dance, Mu Gung Hwa Korean Dance
100 years.
The “Festival/Asian Style” event kicked Group, Pan Asian Story-Tellers Associaoff a month-long celebration of the May tion, Sansei Yonsei Kai Japanese Children
Pan-Asian Heritage Month. It included the and Adult Dance Group, and Sumunar Indonesian Dance Ensemble, c/o Indonesian
following events:
• Part II: Pan Asian Dance Festival, Performing Arts Association of Minnesota.
For more information, contact:
May 29* at Burnsville Performing Arts
Center, a dance event at the Burnsville paaa@amamedia.org, 612-376-7715 or
Performing Arts Center, featuring the top www.panasianartsalliance.org. 
talents from local Pan Asian Dance troupes.
(*Saturday May 28 activity CANCELED)

100 years of journey celebrated by
Minnesota Chinese Music Ensemble
By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

“The Little Girls with Penguins”
stories told by the dancers and musicians as
they danced to “Panen Dance.”
Heroes, Rainbow, and Hmong Baby
Dolls dance groups, choreographed by wellknown dance teachers Mai Vang and Jennie
Vang. Heroes, an energetic all-boys dance
group, performed a drum dance, “Warrior”.
Their second routine, “Country Boys”,
depicted the days of Hmong boys meeting
up to learn kung fu for self-defense. Both
Rainbow Dance and Hmong Baby Dolls,
wearing traditional Hmong costume, danced
beautifully to Hmong folk music.
Hoang Anh Vietnamese Dance Group
performed “Don Xuan.” The group has been
performing for the past 8 years at various
cultural festivals and events throughout the
Twin Cities with the purpose of helping promote and preserve the Vietnamese culture
through song and dance.
Later the show turned the focus to North
Asian with the “Doll Dance” (or Puppet

The Cultural Society of Filipino-Americans Dance Troupe danced to two songs,
each connected to the other, “Cordillera
Festival Dance” and “Ragragsakan.” The
Cultural Society of Filipino-Americans
(CSFA) is a non-profit organization with
a mission to preserve, promote, and share
valued Filipino custom and traditions
through cultural, educational, social, and
philanthropic activities.
From Bhutanese dance group, Renuka
Humagai and Shara Motey, danced to “Mati
Ghar.” The song is about the time after a
couple gets married, they will go to the husband’s house, but the home of his parents’
house is at “mati ghar.”
Moonlight, and Fireflies dance groups,
are made up Hmong girls ages of 9 to 13
years old. They come from Dao Lan Dance
School, which is tailored to the Hmong
community and open to students of all ages
and sexes, consists of approximately 80

In conjunction with the preview of
100 Years of Chinese American History
in Minnesota Photo Exhibition I and Pan
Asian Arts Festival, the Minnesota Chinese
Music Ensemble (MNCME) held a concert,
100 years of journey…Remember the past,
Honor the present, Celebrate the future at
the Weyerhaeuser Auditorium, Landmark
Center, St. Paul, Minn.

community. The ensemble performs music
ranging from classical selections to contemporary folk songs. They also collaborate
with Western music groups, commissioning
and performing works composed of both
Chinese and Western musical instruments.
MNCME strongly believes that music is
an international language that transcends
cultural boundaries.
The Republic of China (Taiwan) Centennial Celebration Commission of MN
(ROC100 MN), which sponsored this concert also sponsored another music festival
the following week that featured The Chairman, a popular rock band from Taiwan.

Minnesota Chinese Music Ensemble
The concert was held to commemorate
the many brave and selfless people who over
the past 100 years sacrificed and dedicated
their lives to make China a republic. Music
pieces that were performed were chosen to
represent a person or an event during each
decade.
The MNCME has offered annual concerts to the public since 1987 and actively
participates in festive gatherings of the

Biing-Huei Su (center) with Music
Festival performers
The ROC 100 MN’s next event will take
place on June 16 at the Burnsville Performing Arts Center. For more details visit their
Web site at www.roc100minnesota.info. 
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Chinese Inventions
Printmaking
By Anthony James, Staff Writer
While the invention of paper, as we discussed in the last issue, shaped the medium
in which we share our traditional media, it
would merely be an echo on the cave walls
of civilization if not for the invention of
moveable type and printmaking. For the
primitive civilization, cultural growth and
modernization was only possible through
not only the cheap transfer of information
(paper), but also a fast and cheap way to
duplicate.
For the scribes and early historians, having legible handwriting and a strong wrist
was very important. Printing and copying
took a lot of time and effort, thus books
were often locked up and stored away from
public eyes in order to keep the relevance.
With the entrance of block printing and
eventually movable type, information could
rapidly be copied and distributed; releasing
ideas, thoughts, and art to those previously
too poor to afford it.
Most Westerners would relate the history
of printing with Johannes Gutenberg and
his modern printing press, which he began
working on in the 1400s. Little do they know
that the earliest forms of printing occurred
centuries earlier. Block printing was one
of the first methods of transferring images
onto paper or cloth using ink. The earliest
evidence of woodblock prints was flowers
printed onto silk, dated at 200 BC during
the Han Dynasty. Mind you at this same
time the Roman Empire barely stretched
into Macedonia and trigonometry was still
a figment of the imagination.
The Tang Dynasty would also yield
much more evidence of woodblock printing.
A 1974 excavation of Chang’an in China
revealed hemp paper containing the d’harani
sutra, a Buddhist text similar to a mantra.
Such work was made using engraved wood
that would be meticulously engraved using

sharp tools and then lightly covered in
ink. Block printing would survive for
centuries and spread across the east and
eventually be transported to the west by
the Mongols.
By 1040 AD, China would bring another printing innovation to world: movable type. While printing was mainly seen as
a way to distribute art rather than word, there
were many who saw that the contemporary
writer was strained if he or she was stuck
with carving whole pages of text every day.
As recorded by a Chinese scholar of the day,
it was actually a commoner that would come
up with the idea of cutting characters into
square pieces of clay and then place then
into a rack. His process was not completely
perfect for large scale printing; by the late
1200s Chinese official Wang Zhen would
improve upon his techniques and to create
wooden characters instead of clay.
Through the Song Dynasty and into the
Qing Dynasty, clay and wooden type were
used but never gained much prominence
as the material was not durable enough for
repeated uses. As early as the 11th century
Bronze was discovered as a perfect medium
for moveable type and was later developed
for making paper money and books. In
addition of creating the paper money from
bronze plates, the officials would even embed different bronze metal types into the
money to repel illegal recreation. That’s
right. The Chinese didn’t only create paper
money, but they also invented the first anticounterfeit techniques.
While economic and cultural influences pushed western civilization to move
into the mechanical press, which was not
introduced in China until much later, the
credit of developing the creation process of
early printing and eventually moveable type
is given to ancient China. For many of us
such techniques are often taken for granted:
Where would our libraries, our newspapers,
and even our ideas be without those who
strived to have their own thoughts last for
generations after them? 

Domestic demand held up well in early
2011, supported by investment, even as
consumption slowed. Reflecting the still
accommodative financing conditions, reported real fixed asset investment growth
rose to 25 percent in the first quarter (yoy)
(Figure 1). Real estate investment remained
resilient to several rounds of measures to
contain housing prices. Reflecting those
measures, housing prices in large cities
softened on average in the first quarter, according to data of the NDRC and Soufun.
com. However, housing market activity remained buoyant in tier 2 and 3 cities, where
nowadays the bulk of housing construction
takes place and which have been less affected by the measures. In the first quarter,
economy-wide real estate investment, floor
space under construction, housing starts,
and property sales all still continued to post
robust growth. However, retail sales decelerated in the first months of 2011 as inflation
affected purchasing power and consumer
confidence (Figure 2). Car sales decelerated particularly rapidly, after surging in
recent years, as several incentives expired.

Exports slowed down in late 2010 but
continued to expand in early 2011. As world
trade rebounded in the first half of 2010,
China’s exports surged 39 percent (SAAR)
in real terms (Figure 3). In the second half,
amidst slower world trade growth, exports
rose only 7 percent on this sequential metric,
but in the first quarter of 2011 they expanded
10.6 percent (SAAR), to a level up 11.4
percent on a year ago in real terms.

Reflecting the still robust overall domestic demand, imports held up well early
this year, especially those of manufactured
goods. Overall import volumes rose 14
percent in the second half of 2010 (SAAR),
with growth particularly strong in the fourth
quarter (Figure 3). They broadly kept that
pace in the first quarter, growing 13 percent
(SAAR) to a level up 14.5 percent on a year
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ago. Processing imports volumes continued
to track processing export volumes, while
growth of “normal” imports—used in the
domestic economy—slowed from 22 percent to a still solid 15 percent (yoy) in the
first quarter, in real terms. As in most of
2010, manufactured goods imports outpaced
raw material imports substantially (yoy), in
real terms.
Falling external terms of trade combined
with the volume developments to lower the
trade surplus. For much of 2010, net external
trade contributed positively to GDP growth.
The NBS estimates this contribution at 0.8
percentage point for the whole year; our
estimate is 2.5 percentage points (see Figure
4). However, a large decline in the external terms of trade—as global commodity
prices recovered much faster than those of
manufactured goods—kept the trade surplus
broadly unchanged in 2010, in U.S. dollar
terms (Figure 4). Nevertheless, the current
account surplus rose, largely because of
higher income on China’s rapidly rising
foreign assets. In the first quarter of this year,
with export volumes slowing more rapidly
than import volumes, the contribution of net
trade to real growth declined—we estimate
it was slightly negative (yoy). On the back
of further raw commodity price hikes in the
first quarter, the terms of trade were down
another 3.8 percent on a year ago and the
(customs data based) trade balance shifted
to a small deficit, although the seasonally
adjusted trade balance remained positive.

Inflation has risen to a 32 month high
on higher food and other raw commodity
prices.4 Consumer price inflation rose to
5.4 percent (yoy) in March, mainly driven
by higher food prices caused by problematic
weather domestically last year and hikes in
international food prices (Box 1 discusses
longer term trends in food prices). Vegetable
prices, the key driver in 2010, have come
down recently, sequentially, after peaking
in February. Retail prices of other food
products, such as meat, rose in the first
quarter, probably driven by higher feed
costs. Grain retail prices have also risen, in
line with adjustments in procurement prices.
However, overall, pressure from food prices
may have peaked for now, with sequential
increases having slowed since early 2011.
In the absence of significant spill-over into
other prices and wages, underlying inflation
pressures have so far remained low. Core
inflation was 2.3 percent in March (yoy),
although much of the impact of higher raw
commodity prices is still in the pipeline.
The government has taken several steps
to contain inflation. In addition to normalizing the overall macro policy stance it took
some measures to boost food supply and
reduce the cost of production and logistics,
including releasing grain from China’s large
reserves, increasing subsidies to farmers,
exempting transport of vegetables from
road toll, and boosting food imports. More
recently, this was followed by limiting the
increase in domestic fuel prices arising from
higher oil prices and applying moral suasion
China Quarterly continues on Page 11
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on manufacturers of food and consumer
products. Also, after being de facto pegged
for almost 2 years, since June 2010 the RMB
has appreciated 4.6 percent against the U.S.
dollar, although it depreciated in nominal
effective terms.
Foreign reserves continue rising rapidly.
The rise in foreign reserves in 2010 was at
US$448 billion broadly unchanged from
2009 as a higher current account surplus
and higher net FDI were offset by a switch
from valuation gains to valuation losses and
lower net financial flows (which include
“hot money” flows) (Table 1). The US$197
billion increase in foreign reserves in the
first quarter, despite a trade deficit, suggests a surge in net financial commercial
inflows and/or one-off transactions. Given
that China’s capital controls are considered
to have been reasonably effective in recent
years, a surge in net financial commercial
inflows would be remarkable.

Some medium term trends

With strong real growth and substantial
real appreciation, China’s share in the world
economy has surged in recent years. China’s
continued strong growth in 2008 2010 contrasts with weak or no growth in other parts
of the world. In addition, with substantial
price increases and some nominal exchange
rate appreciation, in the last 5 years China’s
prices rose faster than elsewhere, measured
in common currency (Figure 5). This is
especially so for the GDP deflator (Table
2). GDP deflator-based real appreciation
against the U.S. dollar averaged 6.6 percent

per year in 2005-10 and annual (tradeweighted) effective real appreciation on this
basis averaged an estimated 5.5 percent. It
is not fully clear what the main reasons are
behind these rapid relative price increases
and whether they will be sustained. Nonetheless, they have been a major factor in
China’s catch up in recent years. China’s
share of global GDP rose from 6.3 percent
in 2007 to an estimated 9.5 percent in 2010,
in current prices and market exchange rates,
with around one third coming from higher
relative prices.

Box 1. Longer term trends in China’s food prices.
Since the early 2000s, China’s food prices
have trended up (Box Figure 1). Agricultural
prices have risen 8 percent per year on average
since 2000, after falling during the second half
of the 1990s. PPI food prices (factory gate)
have risen much less because prices of other
inputs into the food processing industry have
gone up less and rapid productivity growth in
food processing has dampened the transmission of higher raw food prices. However,
food prices at the retail level have also risen
rapidly. Many food products are not processed.
Thus, much of the higher vegetable prices
and, in 2007/8, higher pork prices, show up
undampened in the CPI data. Consumer food
prices are also driven up by wage and other
cost pressures in the logistics and retail sector.

Supply factors are key in explaining
China’s food price increases. In agriculture
productivity can typically not increase as easily as in manufacturing. Spectacular growth
of China’s manufacturing productivity and
production has kept down manufacturing
prices. Expanding agricultural production is
constrained by the availability of land—a key
production factor— and yields per hectare cannot be raised easily as productivity in manufacturing since they are already quite high (there
is plenty of room for raising labor productivity
in agriculture, but that largely entails people
moving out of the sector). Thus, higher prices
of energy and other costs increases in the 2000s
drove up food prices substantially.
The impact of changes in food demand
on food prices in the 2000s is less obvious.
It is often argued that increased demand for
food and changes in diets in emerging and
developing economies and resulting pressure
on scarce resources such as land are key drivers of higher food prices. However, in China
the changes in diet and resulting pressure on
scarce resources were much more rapid in
1990-2000, when food price increases were
subdued, than in 2000-2009. Per capita daily
calorie intake rose steadily from 1960 until
2000 but then it reached a ceiling broadly at the
level of high income Asian neighbors such as
Japan and South Korea. The resulting changes
in the composition of the usage of farmland
were also more rapid in 1980-2000 than in

2000-09. The main trend during 1980-2009 in
this regard has been a rise in the amount of land
used for products other than grain, particularly
vegetables and fruit. However, this shift was
much more pronounced before 1990 than since
then (Box table 1).

China’s food prices are also influenced by
global markets and globally supply factors have
also been key, as have been biofuels. Many of
China’s food prices follow international ones,
with wheat and rice prices as the big exceptions. Since 2004, international food prices have
outpaced manufacturing prices substantially.
However, for most of the post war period, global
food prices did not increase much and, relative
to manufacturing prices, they declined strongly
until the early 1990s (Box Figure 2).
Several factors contributed to the rise in
global food prices since 2004 (Mitchell (2008)
and Alexandratos (2008)).* First, sharply higher
oil prices increased the production costs of
agriculture, notably via higher fertilizer prices
(the WB estimates that the energy intensity of
agriculture is 4.4 times that of manufacturing,
globally). Higher oil prices also stimulated
biofuel related demand for cereals, diverting a
rapidly growing share of cereals away from food
consumption. Second, global grain stocks had
shrunk during 1997-2003, when consumption
continued to grow while low prices kept global
grain production stagnant. Thus, by around
2004, global stocks were relatively low. Third,
supply shocks from weather induced crop failures in key producing countries.
Again, the role of food demand is less
obvious. Growth in global demand for cereals
(rice, wheat, and course grains) rose from 1.6
percent per year in 1992-2001 to 1.9 percent
per year in 2002-08. However, the acceleration
was because of bio fuel demand. Excluding
U.S. biofuel related corn demand, global cereal
demand growth actually slowed to 1.4 percent
per year in 2002-2008, continuing its gradual
deceleration (Box Figure 3). Adding biofuel
related cereal demand in other countries would
further reduce the measured growth of global
food oriented cereal demand.
Looking ahead, several of the features that
have emerged are likely to remain part of the
medium term outlook. Domestically, the sup-
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ply side effects described above are likely to
continue to operate. On the demand side, consumers are likely to continue to shift to higher
quality foods and increased variety. The scope
for such shifts has bounds, though; average per
capita daily calorie intake and the overall composition of diets in China is broadly already
quite similar to that in Japan and Korea. At
the retail level, the non tradable component
of food is large. Thus, with continued rapid
overall economic growth, wage increases and
Balassa-Samuelson effects, the price of food
at the retail level is likely to continue to outpace prices of manufactured goods strongly.
Internationally, the impact of energy prices
on food prices is likely to remain strong. And
the impact of global prices on many of China’s
food prices is also likely to remain strong,
even though the volatility of international
grain prices in recent years has probably made
China’s policymakers more keen to retain the
controls on grain prices. Indeed, China recently
announced a price control scheme for cotton.
Most experts continue to think that food prices
will eventually stop increasing as additional
capacity comes on line. However, even in a
benign medium term scenario price volatility
along the way could well remain high, possibly
accentuated by climate change, as it perhaps
is already.
* Mitchell, D., “A Note on Rising Food
Prices”, Policy Research Working Paper 4682,
World Bank and
http://www.fao.org/fileadmin/templates/
esa/Global_persepctives/Long_term_papers/
FoodPriceSurges-Alexandratos.pdf

During this time, China’s exports rose
rapidly. They strongly outpaced partner
countries’ imports on the basis of rising
competitiveness in an increasing array of
manufacturing sectors, and their global
market share rose from 7.4 percent in 2007
to an estimated 9.6 percent in 2010 (Figure
6). Moreover, the value added content of
exports continued to rise because of (i)
deeper supply chains in the processing sector that raised the value added content of
processing exports from 40 percent in 2007
to 43 percent in 2010; and (ii) a rising share
of normal (non processing) exports, which
have a higher value added content. Thus,
in terms of value added, export growth was
even somewhat faster than headline export
growth (Figure 6).

Nonetheless, because of strong domestic demand and relative price changes, the
relative importance of external trade has
declined. China’s domestic economy grew
even faster than exports in those 3 years and
China’s imports surged alongside domestic
demand—outpacing exports, in real terms
(Figure 7). This lowered the current account
surplus from 10.1 percent of GDP in 2007
to 5.1 percent in 2010, leading to some
external rebalancing simply because China
grew much faster than the rest of the world.
At the same time, the relative importance of
exports in the economy declined because
of these trends and the fact that domestic
prices rose much faster than export prices.
Having peaked at 39 percent in 2006, the
share of exports in GDP was an estimated
29 percent in 2010 (in value added terms
the reduction was somewhat less). These
developments are of course influenced by
the global crisis, which depressed global
demand and led China’s government to
implement a large and effective stimulus.
Looking ahead, whether these trends will
be sustained depends on China’s policies,
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including the progress with rebalancing,
and other developments domestically and
globally.

ECONOMIC PROSPECTS

The global growth outlook remains
broadly favorable despite recent shocks.
After a period of upgrades to growth forecasts in 2010, the global outlook has recently
been challenged by high prices of oil and
other raw commodities and the terrible
earth quake and tsunami in Japan. Overall,
though, global growth prospects remain robust. Recent downward revisions to growth
have generally been modest and the April
Consensus Forecasts suggest global GDP
growth of 3.4 percent this year, after 3.8
percent in 2010, at market exchange rates
(Table 3). This incorporates a downward
revision of the forecast for Japan’s GDP
growth by 0.9 pp, with the forecast for next
year up by 0.8 pp, although the damage to
society and physical assets is of course much
larger than those numbers suggest. Although
the oil price has continued to rise since early
March, in large part because of turmoil in
the Middle East and resulting supply concerns, most of the oil price increase since
early 2010 took place before the outbreak of
that turmoil, apparently largely because of
improved global demand prospects instead
of supply concerns.

International raw commodity prices
more generally have risen. Since early
summer 2010, international raw commodity
prices have risen strongly across the board,
largely because of strengthened global
demand prospects but also, such as in the
case of food, because of supply factors.
More recently, international prices of most
raw commodities, including oil, metals, and
food, have halted their ascent, sequentially,
presumably in large part because global
demand prospects have stopped improving. However, the higher raw commodity
price levels are pushing up (yoy) inflation,
especially in emerging markets, and much
of the higher raw commodity prices still
needs to feed through into consumer prices,
globally. At the same time, low core inflation in high income countries, especially
the United States, mean it is likely to take
a while before global interest rates will rise
substantially.
Risks to the global growth outlook remain. In high income countries, high public
debts and weak real estate markets continue
to pose risks, especially in some euro area
countries, while financial risks stem from
high funding requirements of banks and sovereigns. In emerging markets, risks include
overheating and booming asset markets.
Also, raw commodity prices including oil
may rise still further.
Domestically, growth is likely to ease
somewhat this year and next to a still healthy
rate. This year, headwind from a normalized macroeconomic stance, inflation, and
somewhat slower global growth should be
partly offset by solid corporate investment
and a still robust labor market.

economy
• Investment growth is likely to slow
down somewhat. It should be affected by
the monetary policy normalization. Overall
financing conditions should remain reasonably supportive because of robust financing
via the capital market and generally healthy
profit prospects and balance sheets in the
corporate sector. This is so even though
higher commodity prices may put downward pressure on profits in sectors that find
it difficult to pass on higher input costs
because of strong competition, such as in
core manufacturing, or administratively-set
output prices. However, the rapid expansion
of infrastructure investment in recent years
reduces the room for it to further drive
investment growth.9 This is even though
investment should benefit from the start
of the 12th 5 Year Plan, including through
its emphasis on “industrial upgrading”.
Real estate investment is also expected to
slow down in response to several rounds of
property tightening measures, although the
government’s ambitious plans for social
housing construction are likely to keep overall property construction growing this year.
In all, despite significant stock building, we
project growth in gross capital formation to
come down from an estimated 11.6 percent
last year to 10.7 percent this year and 9
percent next year (Table 4).
• Consumption should remain supported
by a robust labor market, but inflation creates headwind. Household income should
benefit from solidly rising wages and employment, although this is likely to continue
to be tempered, especially in the second and
third quarter, by substantial inflation which
reduces real income growth and consumer
confidence. We expect total consumption
(including government consumption) to
grow 8 percent this year, as in 2010.
• Net trade should be broadly neutral
with respect to growth. With global imports
expected to rise 7.4 percent in 2011, in
real terms, and global market share gains
expected to moderate, we project China’s
exports to rise 12.4 percent this year, in
real terms. With domestic demand growth
remaining steady, we expect imports to
outpace exports somewhat, growing 13.2
percent in real terms.
• In all, we project real GDP growth to
slow to 9.3 percent in 2011 and 8.7 percent
in 2012. The upgrade to the 2011 forecast,
compared to November 2010 and March
of this year, is on the back of the stronger
than expected outcomes in the fourth and
first quarter.

Inflation is unlikely to escalate but there
are risks. Food price increases seem to have
slowed for now, sequentially, and the (yoy)
rate of increase in food prices is likely to
diminish later in the year (Figure 8). Upstream price pressures may continue to build
because of the hikes in oil and industrial
commodity prices. Importantly, however, so
far core inflation pressures remain in check.
Based on the above global price outlook, we
expect the moderation in food price inflation
in the coming 12 months to more than offset
the rise in non-food inflation, resulting in a
slowdown in headline CPI inflation, with
the pace of deceleration in part depending
on factors such as the possible adjustment
of some utility prices. Meanwhile, we
have revised downwards our projection
for the current account surplus because of
the higher commodity prices, which affect
China’s terms of trade substantially.
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was in no small part because of the global
crisis. Whether the domestic economy and
imports will outpace exports in the coming
five years depends on China’s policies,
including progress with rebalancing, and
other domestic and international developments. If China’s domestic demand growth
remains much stronger than elsewhere and
significant rebalancing takes place, the
external surplus may remain contained and
the economy may continue to become less
dependent on exports. The importance of
exports may decline especially if domestic
prices continue to rise much faster than tradable prices, as in 2005-10. This would over
time change the nature of China’s economy,
making it increasingly domestic demand
driven. It would also facilitate a broadly
benign further integration of China’s economy in the global economy. However, the
tentative results on the pattern of investment
across sectors discussed in Box 2 suggest
such a scenario is not yet entrenched. With
less progress on rebalancing, less benign
scenarios are also possible.

ECONOMIC POLICIES

Domestic risks add to the global ones
noted above. Downside risks to growth
stem from possibly weaker corporate sector investment or household consumption.
However, both also carry upward risk.
Higher raw commodity prices pose a risk
to the inflation outlook.
The property market is a particular
source of risk. With tension between the underlying upward housing price pressure and
the policy objective to contain price rises,
interaction between the market and policy
measures could lead to a more abrupt than
planned downturn in the real estate market.
In the medium term, the widespread use of
property as investment vehicle and the role
of local governments add to the risks. Property construction is an important part of the
economy, directly and in terms of impact on
large sectors such as steel and cement. Thus,
shocks to the property sector that would
slow down construction significantly could
have a large impact on the economy and on
bank balance sheets,
taking into account
bank exposure to construction and other
sectors dependent on
the real estate market.
Moreover, a property
downturn could affect
the finances of local
governments, which
do a lot of the infrastructure investment
and are important clients of the banking
system.
Looking further
ahead, whether the
recent trend towards
a lower external surplus and lower dependence on external
trade will be sustained
remains to be seen.
The fall in the external surplus and the
relative importance
of exports since 2007

The macro stance needs to be normalized fully to address macro risks including
on inflation and the property market. Even
though our baseline inflation projections
are not particularly worrying, the risks,
including from further global commodity price shocks, call for vigilance. Also,
inflation expectations are high, and there is
little spare capacity in the economy, overall. Macroeconomic policy remains key in
limiting the spill-over of higher prices of
food and other raw commodities into other
prices and wages and containing other risks,
including in the property market and with
respect to bank balance sheets. To address
such macro risks, macroeconomic policy is
typically better placed than moral suasion
and administrative measures.
Recent economic policy has largely been
moving in this direction. Fiscal policy appears not to provide stimulus anymore and
the monetary stance has moved towards
normalization. The government has recently
also limited the transmission of higher oil
prices in domestic fuel prices used moral
suasion. Such measures could create distortions and are unlikely to be effective for a
long time. With the central inflation outlook
manageable, it may not be necessary for
concerns about inflation to hold up for long
price changes needed for the transformation
of the growth pattern such as price increases
for resources and utilities.
Looking ahead, it is too early to stop
the macro tightening, while, with risks
both ways, fiscal and monetary flexibility
is key. The strong recent growth has shown
the resilience of the economy to the policy
normalization. If the slowdown materializes
and inflation eases, the case for further overall monetary tightening weakens. However,
even then room remains for interest rates
to play a larger role, relative to quantitative
targeting.
On the property market, market-related
risks require one set of policies and social
concerns another. After the 2008-09 stimulus, the authorities rightly reined in liquidity, flanked by specific measures, to stop
housing prices from surging. However, in
general, given robust income growth and urbanization, housing prices should rise over
time and empirical research is inconclusive
as to what extent prices are systemically
out of line with fundamentals. The role of
economic and financial policy is to prevent
different types of economic and financial
risks from building up in the housing secChina Quarterly continues on Page 13
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China Quarterly continues from Page 12 percent in 2009. As in 2009, the social security funds ran a surplus of around 1 percent
tor, including those discussed above, and to
of GDP. Their operations did thus not affect
make the economy and the financial system
the fiscal stance. Data on infrastructure lendrobust to a potential property downturn,
ing in the first 9 months of 2010 suggests
rather than focusing mainly on containing
that quasi fiscal activity financed by bank
overall prices. In any case, if overall prices
lending withdrew stimulus in 2010, likely
are considered to be systematically too high
more than offsetting the small increase in
from a market perspective, macroeconomic
the cash budget deficit.
levers are most obvious; administrative
Among budgetary expenditures, priormeasures are less obvious, especially locally
ity areas saw significant increases in 2010.
administered ones.
As usual, budgetary revenues grew much
On the other hand, making housing more
faster than assumed in the budget prepared
affordable for targeted groups requires susin early 2010, with overall tax revenues
tainable rules based arrangements, almost
rising 23 percent and indirect taxes increasunavoidably explicitly subsidized by the
ing particularly rapidly. Overall budgetary
government. The planned scaling up of
expenditures rose 17.4 percent, somewhat
social housing discussed below is in this
faster than assumed in the budget. Followdirection. As elaborated below, a transparing substantial increases in earlier years,
ent, rules based, financing model is key.
budgetary spending on education, health,
What will be the focus of structural
and social security—a focus of policy—rose
reforms? The 12th 5 Year Plan discussed
18.5percent in 2010, reaching 6.6 percent of
below has 2 overall objectives: transformGDP, 1.1 percentage points of GDP more
ing the pattern of growth towards more
than in 2007 (Table 5). Spending on penemphasis on consumption and services and
sions, health, and unemployment by social
moving up the value chain in manufacturing.
security funds and budgetary spending on
What the 12th 5 Year Plan implies for the
the environment, agriculture, and “other
way China will grow in the medium term
social welfare” also rose as a share of GDP
will in part depend on the relative emphasis
in 2007-10, while expenditure on social
on these 2 objectives.
housing increased especially rapidly last
year, from a low level.
FISCAL POLICY AND PUBLIC FINANCE
The 2011 budget is cautious. It sees tax
The overall fiscal stance in 2010 prob- revenues growing at 8.3 percent, which
ably withdrew stimulus. The commitment implies a large buffer according to our revbudget deficit for the national (central and enue growth projection, which is twice as
local) government was 1.6 percent of GDP, high. Budgetary expenditure is envisaged to
down from 2.8 percent of GDP in 2009. rise 12 percent this year, with spending on
However, with 0.7 percent of 2010 GDP education, health, and social security up 14
in local government spending carried over percent, less than (our projection for) nomifrom 2009 into 2010, the cash deficit was 2.3 nal GDP growth. The broadly unchanged
percent of GDP last year, compared to 2.0 allocation for social housing, with respect

Box 2. The evolution of China’s pattern of growth—what do
investment patterns suggest?
During the 11th Five Year Plan period,
some modest progress was made with rebalancing towards more services and domestic
consumption. On the production side, the
secondary (industrial) sector grew broadly as
fast as the services sector, in real terms. The
share of the service sector in GDP increased
because of more rapid price increases in the
services sector and a fall in the share of agriculture. However, industry clearly remains
very important. On the expenditure side,
consumption has so far substantially lagged
investment, which in 2010 made up more than
46 percent of GDP.
Looking forward, the pattern of investment
across sectors matters. Channeling resources
to new sectors and activities is a key element
of transforming the growth pattern.
Traditionally, investment growth was particularly strong in the tradable sector. As Box
Figure 1 shows for 2005, in 2004-07 sectors
with a higher ratio of exports to (gross) output
on average saw more rapid growth of fixed
asset investment (FAI).
When the global crisis broke out, this pattern changed. Investment in export oriented
manufacturing was affected by the global
slump and emergence of spare capacity. For
instance, in the textile sector—the sector with
the highest export ratio—investment slowed
down sharply in 2008 and growth remained
subdued in 2009. Moreover, China’s stimulus
boosted investment in non tradable sectors,
notably in infrastructure. Thus, as indicated
in Box figure 2, in 2009, investment growth
was on average higher in more domesticallyoriented sectors.
However, it is too early to say that this
rebalanced pattern of investment will be
sustained. Box figure 3 suggests that the
traditional pattern seems to have reemerged
itself in 2010 (and the first months of 2011).
This is possibly temporary, after the turmoil in
2008-09. However, at a minimum rebalancing
is not yet on course.

to 2010, is surprising, given the drastic
increase envisaged in the scale of social
housing construction (see below). The budget deficit of 1.5 percent of GDP (using our
GDP forecast), compared to 2.3 percent of
GDP in 2010, appropriately suggests some
withdrawal of fiscal stimulus, with the low
estimate of tax revenues providing a buffer
and thus some flexibility.

The government has indicated some
plans for public finance reforms to support the transformation of the pattern of
growth. The Government Work Report for
2011 mentions: a pilot to impose VAT on
some producer services industries while
reducing the sales tax on them; extending
the coverage of the property, resource, and
consumption taxes; reforming the pricing
of electricity and water; and reducing and
simplifying the personal income tax (PIT)
by raising the tax exemption threshold, reducing the number of brackets and regularly
indexing the structure to inflation. The Report also suggested giving provincial level
governments more leeway in setting local
taxes to “align better their revenues with
their expenditure responsibilities.” Most of
these would be welcome steps. However, for
some of them it is not clear how concrete
the plans are and what the time schedule for
their implementation is.
Scaling up social housing is rightly used
to help transform the economic growth pattern and improve people’s livelihood. Social
housing construction started along with
China’s housing reform in the late 1990s.
But it declined in importance during the last
decade. However, the building of subsidized
rental housing and renovation of industrial
and mining shantytowns was scaled up in
recent years as part of the stimulus policies.
One objective of the 12th 5 Year Plan is to
construct 36 million units of social housing (including shantytowns renovation) in
2011-15, to give access 20 percent of urban
households by 2015, compared to about 7
percent now. The plan is frontloaded, envisaging the construction of 10 million units in
2011, compared to an estimated 3.7 million
units in 2010.
Successful, sustainable social housing
requires strong institutions and clear rules,
including on a sustainable financing model
and the funding of the subsidy element.
Local governments have so far typically not
had strong incentives or means to build a lot
of social housing. This time the increased
prominence of the plans and the central government’s emphasis provide an incentive.
However, the large scale and time pressure,
and already stretched finances of some local
governments, suggests that the execution
may not be straightforward. As the related
policies are rolled out, it will be important to
define “low income” and carefully identify
the targeted beneficiaries, cost out the policies, apportion the financing in a sustainable and transparent fashion, and work out
implementation details. The success of these
policies will be determined by such details.
In the government’s plans, of the RMB 1.4
trillion in overall investment required this
year, RMB 800 billion would come from the
owners (end users or companies involved in
shantytown renovation) and around RMB
100 billion from the central government.
The rest will need to be generated by local
governments via various channels, includ-
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ing land revenues, housing provident funds,
and bank lending. The exact structuring of
the financing will be hugely important for
sustainability and efficiency.

M O N E TA RY, F I N A N C I A L , A N D
EXCHANGE RATE POLICY

Monetary conditions have tightened
recently as monetary policy moved towards
normalization. Since October 2010 the
government has raised benchmark interest
rates 4 times and RRRs 7 times. Most importantly, quantitative guidance on bank credit,
traditionally the backbone of monetary
policy tightening, began to be reinforced,
especially in early 2011. As a result, M2
growth came down from 19.5 percent in the
fourth quarter to 16.6 percent on average
in the first quarter, close to the target for
the end of 2011, with a similar slowdown
in bank lending. In recent years, total bank
credit extension has been significantly larger
than headline data suggests as banks expanded the use of credit instruments such as
designated loans, trust loans and corporate
paper, financed in part by trust and wealth
management products that are not counted
as deposits and are not part of M2, in order to
evade lending quotas, capital requirements
and RRRs (Figure 9). This remained the
case in the first quarter. Nonetheless, and
regardless of the coverage, banking credit
extension was tightened in the first quarter
of this year (Figure 10). Also, reflecting
tighter monetary conditions overall, interest rates on the interbank market have risen
since end 2010 (Figure 11).

Recent changes in the operation of monetary policy and a new concept do not imply
a change in approach. In early 2011, the
PBC introduced differentiated RRRs; so far
they are largely differentiated between large
China Quarterly continues on Page 14
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Third Meeting of The U.S.-China
Strategic & Economic Dialogue
As special representatives of President
Barack Obama and President Hu Jintao,
U.S. Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner
and Chinese Vice Premier Wang Qishan
concluded the meeting of the Economic
Track in the third U.S.-China Strategic &
Economic Dialogue in Washington May 10.
They were joined by a high-level delegation
of Cabinet members, agency heads, and
senior officials from both countries.
The two countries reaffirmed the important commitments pledged by both
countries during the state visit of President
Hu to the United States in January 2011, as
well as in previous Strategic and Economic
Dialogues. The two countries released a
“Comprehensive Framework for Promoting
Strong, Sustainable and Balanced Growth &
Economic Cooperation,” as they committed to do in January, to elaborate principles
for their work towards building a comprehensive and mutually beneficial economic
partnership. In keeping with the principles
set out in the Framework, the two countries
announced further concrete measures, to be
implemented through existing mechanisms,
to promote strong, sustainable, and balanced
growth; strengthen financial systems; and
enhance trade and investment cooperation.
I. Promoting Strong, Sustainable and Balanced
Growth
Since the second meeting of the Strategic and Economic Dialogue in May 2010,
the economic recoveries in the United
States and China have strengthened due to
continued forceful stimulus measures under-
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and small banks. There is no official overall
lending target anymore. However, the PBC
still has an implicit target and this change
does not imply a major shift in approach.
The PBC also introduced the concept of “Total Social Financing” to map the different
sources of financing of investment (and to
show that containing bank lending does not
necessarily imply investment weakness). In
addition to headline bank lending it includes
the other types of credit mentioned above
as well as direct financing through equity
and bond issuance. It should be interpreted
with care, though. Items such as equity and
bond issuance are not new liquidity creation.
Also, Total Social Financing would not lend
itself well to quantitative targeting.
Over time, a larger role for interest
rates could make the conduct of monetary
policy more effective and less distortive.
As underscored by the proliferation of non
mainstream credit extension, it is increasingly difficult to effectively lower credit
growth using quantitative guidance in the
increasingly sophisticated and complex
financial system.
The 12th 5 Year Plan (2011-15) was
launched earlier this year. It is in line with
the proposal circulated in October 2010 that
was discussed in our November 2010 China
Quarterly Update. In terms of strategic
direction and reforms, 2 areas of emphasis
stand out:
• Rebalancing. The government wants
to transform the pattern of growth towards
more emphasis on consumption and services
to address imbalances with regard to the
income distribution, the consumption share,
the environment, energy consumption, and
external balance. It also focuses on livelihood issues and regional rebalancing, with
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taken by both countries, contributing to an
improving outlook for the global economy.
The two countries have also made progress
on their commitments to promote more
sustainable and balanced growth. To secure
these gains and address potential challenges
to the global outlook, we pledge to enhance
macroeconomic cooperation to ensure that
the global recovery is durable and promotes
steady job growth, and to firmly establish
strong, sustainable, and balanced growth.
In order to promote a more balanced
trade relationship, China will continue to
take steps to expand domestic consumption and imports in accordance with the
12th Five-Year Plan; and the United States
will increase domestic savings and exports,
including through the National Export Initiative. China takes promotion of employment as the priority objective for economic
development, and strives to achieve full
employment. China strives to raise the
proportion of residents’ income in gross
national income, increase the proportion of
wages in the primary income distribution,
and realize the increase of people’s income
in line with economic development and the
increase of workers’ pay in line with gains in
labor productivity. China’s minimum wage
has steadily increased in recent years and
will continue to do so in the future. China
will raise the ratio of services value-added
to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by four
percentage points over the next five years,
with measures to develop the services sector
including expanding areas open to foreign
involvement, encouraging and guiding

a variety of categories of capital into the
services sector, and actively developing
services enterprises with diversified forms
of ownership.
The U.S. economy is rebalancing toward
sustainable growth, emphasizing higher domestic savings, a commitment to improving
long-term fiscal sustainability and productivity-enhancing investments. The personal
savings rate was 5.8 percent in 2010, which
is the highest rate since 1993 and well above
the 2.7 percent average between 2000 and
2007. Thus, much of the transition on the
private side to higher saving has already
taken place. To increase public saving, the
President’s Budget freezes discretionary
spending for five years, freezes government
salaries for two years, and brings the deficit
to three percent of GDP by the second half of
this decade – a path consistent with the Administration’s commitments to cut the deficit
in half by 2013, and to stabilize or reduce the
national debt as a share of the economy. To
lay the foundation for future growth, including through greater U.S. exports, the United
States will increase and improve investment
in innovation, infrastructure, and education.
In accordance with economic recovery
in the United States, the Federal Reserve
will continue to adjust its monetary policy as
appropriate to promote sustainable economic growth and price stability. The People’s
Bank of China will continue to adopt a mix
of monetary policy tools to implement prudent monetary policy, in order to promote
growth sustainability and price stability.
The United States will maintain vigilance
against excess volatility in exchange rates,
and China will continue to promote RMB
exchange rate flexibility.
The two countries reiterate their support

for the G-20 Framework for Strong, Sustainable, and Balanced Growth, and reaffirm
their commitments to improve the living
standards of our citizens through strong
economic and jobs growth, and use the full
range of policies required to strengthen the
global recovery and to reduce excessive
external imbalances and maintain current
account imbalances at sustainable levels.
The two sides support a bigger role for the
G-20 in international economic and financial
affairs, and pledge to strengthen communication and coordination to follow through on
the commitments of the G-20 summits and
push for positive outcomes at the Cannes
summit in November.
The two countries pledge to work together to strengthen the global financial
system and reform the international financial
architecture. The two countries will continue their strong cooperation to strengthen
the legitimacy and improve the effectiveness
of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the Multilateral Development Banks
(MDBs). The two countries will continue
to jointly promote efforts of the international
community to assist developing countries, in
particular the Least Developed Countries, to
achieve the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs). The two sides will also, in partnership with the MDBs, explore cooperation
that supports global poverty reduction and
development, and regional integration including in Africa, to contribute to inclusive
and sustainable economic growth.
The United States and China express
their continued support for the government
and people of Japan as they begin to rebuild
from the tragic earthquake and tsunami, and
affirmed their confidence in the health of
Dialogue continues on Page 15

more emphasis on urbanization in inland
regions and smaller cities. Such rebalancing obviously requires strong policy effort.
• Industrial upgrading and moving
up the value chain in manufacturing. The
emphasis is on technological upgrading,
investment in “new strategic industries”,
and innovation. The Plan discusses the role
of the government in leading the industrial
upgrading and promoting the development
of new industries. However, in most market
economies, the role of the government in
pursuing such objectives would largely be to
provide an enabling framework. Enterprises
will have to do most of the upgrading and
innovation. In any case, given the track
record of China’s industrial sector over the
last decade, industrial upgrading is likely
to continue.
Policy-wise, it is important to find the
right balance between these 2 areas of emphasis. By itself, industrial upgrading would
boost investment and industry. If government policy emphasizes industrial upgrading rather than rebalancing, there might be
little change in the pattern of growth, keeping it investment and industry driven, with
limited progress towards a higher household
income share, a larger role of consumption,
and a lower external surplus.
With regard to the 5 Year Plan’s growth
targets, the challenge is to make them binding and consistent nationwide. The target
of 7 percent average growth during the
12th 5 Year Plan period seems appropriate,
allowing for relatively rapid growth while
creating space for meaningful progress on
restructuring. However, under past 5 Year
Plans GDP growth far exceeded the targets
while no obvious attempts were made
to meet them. Also, nearly all provincial
governments have set much higher growth

targets for their own 12th 5 Year Plans. The
challenge now is to make the announced
growth rates the true targets behind future
policies, and to achieve greater consistency
between the policy stances at central and
sub-national levels.
The targeted 4 percentage points of GDP
increase in the share of services is ambitious
but supported by policy proposals. Welcome
proposals include establishing fair, regulated and transparent market access rules;
breaking up sector segmentation, regional
blocks and industrial monopolies; opening
more service sectors to private and foreign
investors; and establishing an integrated,
open, competitive and orderly services
market. Other policy measures proposed
in the Plan include extending the VAT to
services, allowing services firms to enjoy the
same utility prices as manufacturing firms,
and improving the service sector’s access to
land and finance.
The targeting of wage growth at or
above GDP growth is new. Its motivation is
welcome: to halt the decline in the shares of
labor compensation in primary income and
household disposable income in GDP. It is
not obvious whether and how the government should directly influence wages in a
market economy. However, pursuing more
labor intensive growth and more permanent
urbanization would boost these shares in an
economically sustainable way.
Reforms of inter-governmental fiscal
relations will be crucial for achieving meaningful progress on a range of other policy
priorities. China’s sub-national governments
are responsible for the bulk of spending on
public services and infrastructure. Local
governments in poor areas tend to be financially strained and there are large disparities in the provision of public services that

amplify regional income inequality. During
the 11th 5 Year Plan, general transfers to
poor provinces have increased, and this
has reduced the disparity in public expenditure across provinces. The 12th 5 Year
Plan shifts the focus to the sub provincial
level and proposes to increase provincial
governments’ fiscal transfers to county
governments. However, it does not propose
specific measures on how to reform intergovernmental fiscal relations, including on
the role of the central government at the
sub-provincial level. In addition, it would
be good to bring the off-budget borrowing
by local governments onto their budgets and
set up more transparent modes of financing
of local government deficits.
Barriers to labor mobility may require
more attention. The Plan rightly identifies
increasing non-farm income as key in
raising rural incomes. It also proposes
to relax the barriers for rural migrants to
obtain an urban hukou in medium and small
towns. However, it does not fully address
the removal of barriers to labor mobility
otherwise. Also, while the Plan rightly
discusses enhancing pension and health
insurance to rural people, the continued
separation of rural pension and health
insurance schemes from urban ones adds
barriers to labor mobility. Finally, among
the recent measures aiming at containing
housing prices, in many cities the purchase
of property by people that have worked or
lived there less than a certain amount of
time was banned. This has not been helpful
to labor mobility. 
Editor’s Note: To download a pdf version of
China Quarterly Update — April 2011 go to
http://go.worldbank.org/0P4NJSX3C0
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Japan’s economy. The two countries pledge
to cooperate on efforts to ensure the smooth
functioning of global energy markets and to
avoid excess volatility in global commodity prices. The two countries reaffirmed
support for efforts by European leaders
to reinforce market stability and promote
sustainable long-term growth.
The two countries recognize the value of
initiatives that foster dialogue and cooperation on sustainable growth issues, and pledge
to: continue to strengthen city-to-city and
firm-to-firm communication, and explore
new opportunities to promote enhanced
local-level economic cooperation between
the two countries, including through the
U.S.-China Initiative on City-Level Economic Cooperation; work together under
the Energy Working Group of Asia Pacific
Economic Cooperation (APEC) to promote
the Energy Smart Communities Initiative
(ESCI); strengthen information exchange on
energy saving and environmental protection
technology, and promote cooperation in areas such as industrial energy efficiency; and
explore opportunities to deepen cooperation
on infrastructure development, including
through technical exchange and the sharing
of best practices and information.
II. Strengthening Financial Systems and
Improving Financial Supervision
The two countries reaffirmed their commitment to deepen bilateral and multilateral
cooperation on financial sector investment
and regulation, in order to enhance global
regulation, establish stronger international
coordination to prevent future crises, and
ensure a level playing field. Recognizing
the positive contributions that financial
institutions from each country can play, the
two sides pledged to support open environments for investment in financial services
and cross-border portfolio investment, consistent with prudential and national security
requirements.
The United States and China commit
to further promote and strengthen financial
sector reform.
Following the passage of the DoddFrank Act, the United States is implementing comprehensive financial reform that
better serves households, workers, entrepreneurs, and businesses by reducing systemic
risk, raising prudential standards, establishing a comprehensive regulatory framework
for derivatives, ending the problem of “too
big to fail” financial institutions, creating
a Federal Insurance Office, and ensuring
robust consumer financial protection.
China will continue to deepen the
reform of its financial system, which has
supported the process of transforming its
economic development model, developing
a financial system that is comprised of diverse institutions, provides efficient service,
controls risks, and encourages financial
innovation. China will increase the use of
direct financing channels, including stocks,
bonds and private equity, to better satisfy the
diverse demands in its economy for investment capital and financing. In accordance
with the medium- and long-term development perspectives, China will push forward
the market-based reform of interest rates.
The two countries will, in accordance
with progress by international standard setting bodies on enhancing financial sector
reform, continue to strengthen their own
regulatory systems, further improve oversight of systemically important financial institutions, strengthen supervision of shadow
banking activities, continue to enhance
compensation policy reform, and strengthen
oversight of credit rating agencies. Both
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countries commit to continue to strengthen
information sharing on financial regulatory
reform and take effective measures to ensure
that financial regulatory reforms are in line
with the principles of national treatment
and non-discrimination for financial institutions in like circumstances. The United
States and China reaffirm their commitment to fulfill the G-20 pledge in Seoul to
“work in an internationally consistent and
non-discriminatory manner to strengthen
regulation and supervision of hedge funds,
OTC derivatives and credit rating agencies.”
The United States welcomes foreign
investment in all sectors, including the
financial sector, and remains committed to
apply the same prudential and regulatory
standards to applications made by Chinese
banks, securities, and fund management
companies as it applies to other foreign
financial institutions in like circumstances.
The U.S. Administration has laid out a
plan to reform America’s housing finance
market. The Administration is committed
to have strong oversight of Government
Sponsored Enterprises (GSEs) and to ensuring the ability of the GSEs to honor their
obligations, and to not pursuing any reforms
or supporting any legislative actions which
would act to the contrary. The Administration will request input from all stakeholders
during the reform process.
China will amend relevant regulations to
allow qualified locally-incorporated foreign
banks that meet relevant prudential requirements to enjoy the same rights as domestic
banks to distribute mutual funds and to obtain custody licenses for mutual funds. China will allow qualified locally-incorporated
foreign banks that meet relevant prudential
requirements to enjoy the same rights as
domestic banks to act as Margin Depository
Banks in Qualified Foreign Institutional
Investors (QFII) futures transactions. China
will actively study and push forward the
opening of mandatory third party liability
auto insurance to foreign-invested insurance
companies.
The United States supports China’s
efforts to expand the use of the RMB in
cross-border trade and investment, and to
press ahead with making the RMB convertible under capital accounts. China will
also research ways to develop more and
wider channels for offshore RMB to come
onshore.
The United States and China pledged additional measures to enhance financial regulatory cooperation, including: continuing
to share supervisory information under the
Memorandum of Understanding between
the U.S. banking agencies and the China
Banking Regulatory Commission through
ad hoc written requests and supervisory
meetings; strengthening communication
and exchanging views on international
insurance regulatory reform; and pursuing
close cooperation and collaboration in the
regulation of financial markets, including
through self-regulatory organizations. The
United States and China welcome continued
dialogue between the bilateral competent
authorities on the oversight of accounting
firms providing audit services for public
companies in the two countries, so as to
enhance mutual trust and strive to reach
agreement on cross-border oversight cooperation. Both countries agree to make joint
efforts to accelerate the process.
The United States and China committed to further strengthen their respective
financial systems against money laundering, counterfeiting, terrorism financing,
and WMD proliferation financing activities. China will continue to develop and
strengthen its regulatory framework for

freezing terrorist assets. The two countries
will continue to enhance both policy and
operational cooperation on combating illicit finance. The two countries will also
continue to work collaboratively in the
freezing, seizing, and forfeiture of criminal
proceeds. Both countries seek to rely on
bilateral mutual legal assistance to implement forfeiture orders, and seek to avoid
unilateral enforcement action of forfeiture
orders to the extent possible.

III.Enhancing Trade and Investment
Cooperation

The two countries, recognizing the
importance of open trade and investment
in fostering economic growth, job creation,
innovation, and prosperity, re-affirmed
their commitment to take further steps to
liberalize global trade and investment, and
to oppose all forms of trade and investment
protectionism. The two sides reaffirmed
their commitment to work proactively to resolve bilateral trade and investment disputes
in a constructive, cooperative, and mutually
beneficial manner.
China will take stock of the results
of the Special Campaign against IPR Infringement and Fake and Shoddy Products
(Special Campaign), and improve on the
high-level, long-term mechanism of IPR
protection and enforcement, building on the
Special Campaign currently in place. China
will strengthen the government inspection
mechanism so as to make sure that the software being used by the government agencies
at all levels is legitimate. China and the
United States will strengthen cooperation in
the JCCT IPR Working Group on software
legalization.
The United States commits to give full
consideration to China’s request that it be
treated fairly as the United States reforms
its export control system. The United States
will continue discussions, including technical discussions, on the export control status
of designated parts, components, and other
items of interest. Both sides agree to work
through the U.S.-China High Technology
Working Group (HTWG) to actively implement the Action Plan for U.S.-China High
Technology Trade in Key Sectors Cooperation, hold U.S.-China fora on high-tech trade
on a regular basis, and discuss high-tech
and strategic trade cooperation through the
HTWG.
China will eliminate all of its government procurement indigenous innovation
products catalogues in implementing the
consensus achieved during President Hu’s
January 2011 visit to not link innovation
policies to the provision of government
procurement preferences. China will revise Article 9 of the Draft Regulations
Implementing the Government Procurement Law to eliminate the requirement
to link indigenous innovation products to
the provision of government procurement
preferences. The United States and China
are cooperating intensively in the Highand Experts-Level Innovation Dialogue
to ensure that their innovation policies are
consistent with the 2010 S&ED principles
of non-discrimination; support for market
competition and open international trade
and investment; strong enforcement of intellectual property rights; and, consistent with
World Trade Organization (WTO) rules,
leaving the terms and conditions of technology transfer, production processes and
other proprietary information to agreement
between individual enterprises. Both sides
are committed to continuing the High- and
Expert-Level meetings and to implementing
the outcomes of those meetings.
The United States and China will consult
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through the JCCT in a cooperative manner
to work towards China’s Market Economy
Status in an expeditious and comprehensive
way. The United States pledges to give full
and serious consideration to all “market
oriented industry” claims made by Chinese
parties in U.S. antidumping proceedings.
China and the United States reaffirm
their prior SED outcomes on transparency.
The United States welcomes China’s statement that it will issue a measure in 2011,
to implement the requirement to publish
all proposed trade- and economic-related
administrative regulations and departmental
rules on the SCLAO website for a public
comment period of not less than 30 days
from the date of publication, except as
specified in China’s Protocol of Accession to
the WTO or in public emergency situations.
China will steadily increase its solicitation
of public opinions on regulatory documents
with a direct influence on the rights and obligations of citizens, legal persons, or other
organizations. China welcomes the United
States’ commitment to implement measures
in 2011, to enhance regulatory transparency,
including by taking steps to ensure the
online publication of the text of proposed
regulations, as well as supporting technical
and scientific information, at www.Regulations.gov for a public comment period of
60 days, and the United States’ decision
to strengthen the Office of Management
and Budget’s participation in the on-going
Transparency Dialogue.
The United States and China recognize
the importance of transparency and fairness
in providing export credits. Both parties
agree to exchange views on the importance
of the export credit system.
The United States and China share a
common concern regarding the difficulties
confronting the Doha Development Agenda.
We are committed to cooperating constructively, together with other WTO members,
to explore productive next steps, in a way
that underscores the strengths and the value
of the World Trade Organization.
The United States and China agree on
the importance of fostering an open, transparent and predictable investment climate.
The United States and China affirm that
the enforcement policies of their national
competition agencies are not to discriminate
on the basis of nationality.
The United States and China reaffirm
their commitment to the ongoing bilateral
investment treaty (BIT) negotiations, recognizing that a successful BIT negotiation
would support an open global economy by
facilitating and protecting investment, and
enhancing transparency and predictability
for investors of both countries.
China will continue to follow the generally accepted principles and practices
of Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWFs). The
United States reaffirms its commitment to
upholding the open and non-discriminatory
principles towards foreign investors, including SWFs as described in the Declaration
on Sovereign Wealth Funds and Recipient
Country Policies announced by the OECD
in June 2008.
The two sides reviewed several case
studies and agreed to continue to conduct
the Joint Experts Dialogue on rules of origin
(ROO) and to further exchange information
and views on related laws, regulations, and
practices in both countries.
The Civil Aviation Authorities of the
United States and China will strengthen
communication and cooperation in the
field of aircraft airworthiness certification,
through currently established channels, in
order to promote reciprocal acceptance of
civil transport category airplanes. 
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The Dalai Lama’s visit to Minnesota filled with many activities and events
By Greg Hugh, Staff Writer

T

he 14th Dalai Lama arrived in
Minneapolis on May 7, 2011.
The much anticipated visit, “One
Heart, One Mind, One Universe” was cohosted by the University of Minnesota’s
Center for Spirituality & Healing and the
Tibetan American Foundation (TAFM).
According to the TAFM, prior to 1992,
just two Tibetans called Minnesota home.
There are now approximately 3,000 Tibetans living in the state— the second largest
Tibetan community in the United States.
Since a few of the events were closed
to the public and media, coverage of the
Dalai Lama’s visit is limited to what was
gleaned from multiple sources including
the Dalai Lama’s official Web site and this
article intends only to provide some of the
highlights of the visit.
The Dalai Lama left Rochester, Minn.,
May 6, after a visit to the Mayo Clinic where
he received a routine medical physical that
resulted in a clean bill of health.
Upon his arrival in Minneapolis, an
official welcome was held for the Dalai
Lama at Eastcliff, home of University of
Minnesota President Robert Bruininks. This
event was closed to the public. Members of
the Tibetan community welcomed him with
cultural dancing, outdoor entertainment and
offered Droso Chema, a special gift that
Tibetans use to celebrate their New Year
and special occasions.

Members of the Tibetan community welcome
the Dalai Lama with Droso Chema
According to the official Web site of
the Dalai Lama, among those who came
to greet His Holiness at the reception were
members of the Board of regents of the
University, Mayor Chris Coleman of St.
Paul and Congresswoman Betty McCollum,
who conveyed to His Holiness greetings
from former Speaker Nancy Pelosi. It is
also reported that Minnesota Governor Mark
Dayton paid a courtesy call on May 7.
The Dalai Lama began his next day of
activity by greeting Minnesota media at
his hotel.
The Dalai Lama’s soft-spoken manner
forced listeners to pay attention to what he
was saying as he began talking about his
life’s commitments to further human values,
religious harmony and resolving the issue
of Tibet.
On the issue of the Tibetan struggle,
His Holiness said in March this year he
made clear his decision to discontinue the
nearly-400-year tradition of the Dalai Lama
shouldering political authority. His Holiness
explained that he saw it a bit hypocritical
for him to continue the dual responsibility
over spiritual and temporal authority when
he was advising others to separate religion
from politics. He said the Tibetan refugee
community had matured in democratic
process and the time was ripe to hand over
the political responsibility to the elected
Tibetan leadership.
He also suggested that the media had a
role in promoting public awareness about
the issues of human values and religious
harmony. “The media must educate people,

help clean up society and must be truthful”
he stated.

The Dalai Lama addresses the media
The Dalai Lama then offered to take
questions which included one about his
interaction with the Jewish community and
lessons from this interaction.
Another question came from a 12 year
student who had been given a news assignment by his school seeking His Holiness’
advice to the younger generation. The Dalai
Lama noted that the boy is part of the 21st
century while he was from the 20th century
which is one of bloodshed and that there was
need to make the 21st century one without
bloodshed. He said that there would still be
problems but people need to find realistic
ways to resolve them through dialogue and
reconciliation.
One reporter asked for his thoughts on
terrorism after the killing of Osama Bin
Laden. His Holiness said he considers himself as a messenger of the Indian tradition
of Ahimsa. Therefore, he always stresses
the importance of non-violence, adding that
dialogue is the only way. His Holiness explained that even though one may have good
motivation and a justified goal, violence can
have unexpected consequences.
The Dalai Lama concluded his remarks
with discussions about 9/11, the death penalty, the Nuremberg Trials and the execution
of Saddam Hussein. He stressed the need
for a wider perspective on the death sentence
as the consequences may be wider.
As for the young people, he spoke about
responsibilities of students about to graduate
from college saying they need to be selfconfident, adhere to moral principles and
be optimistic.
Prior to leaving for a meeting with the
Tibetan community at St. Thomas University in St. Paul, to which the media meeting was being broadcast, the Dalai Lama
disclosed that he was planning to meet with
students from China later in the day.
At the University of St. Thomas there
were over 2,000 Tibetans from Minnesota as
well as neighboring states. The Dalai Lama
was welcomed with traditional Tibetan
dances as he entered the arena.
After a brief introductory program,
members of the Tibetan community presented two cultural performances, including
one especially composed in honor of His
Holiness.
In his address, His Holiness reminded
the Tibetans gathered there that the objective
of Tibetans being in exile was to do something on the Tibetan issue. He asked them to
have pride in their identity and commended
the fact that as the Tibetan community is
going through a generational shift the sense
of identity continued to be strong.
His Holiness also talked about his reason
for his Middle Way Approach, which he said
was being supported by the international
community. He also said that China would
have to change.
Following the Tibetan audience, the
Dalai Lama returned to his hotel to participate in a panel discussion on the “State of
Buddhism Today.” Panelists included Dr.

Ann Waltner, Dr. Mark Umbreit and Dr.
Christine Marran from the University of
Minnesota; writer Li Jianglin; Zhen Wang,
a PhD candidate; and Dr. Roger Jackson of
Carleton College.
A majority of the nearly two hundred attendees at the panel discussion were Chinese
students and scholars.
Issues raised included: increasing interest in Tibetan Buddhism in China; interest in
Buddhism among the younger generation;
the personal perception of a panelist on
the differences between Tibetan Buddhist
temples and Chinese Buddhist temples; the
personal feeling of another panelist that
Buddhist teaching had changed his life and
work. As for the future of Buddhism, there
were issues raised about teacher-student
relationship and the decline of monasticism
that needed to be addressed.
In his address, His Holiness spoke about
the historical development relating to human values. He said from dependence on
religion to provide solution to all problems,
people turned to scientific and technological
development for solutions. He then talked
about the change in perception from science
and spiritualism being different to one where
scientists were actively paying interest in
Buddhist science.
During the Question & Answer session,
the Dalai Lama stated that he generally
divided the modern Chinese period into
four eras: Mao Zedong era during which
time ideology was given importance; Deng
Xiaoping era during which time making
money was given importance; Jiang Zemin
era during which time the Party changed
from representing the working class to
including the middle class and others; and
Hu Jintao era when a harmonious society
is the slogan.
His Holiness said the developments
during these four eras indicate that even
though it is the same Communist Party,
new thinking developed according to the
new reality. His Holiness talked about the
new leadership in China that was coming
about next year saying he knew father of
Xi Jinping’s father very well.
All the questions were from Chinese
attendees. In conclusion His Holiness appreciated that quite many Chinese students and
scholars had come to attend this discussion.
He urged them to study hard not to forget
their motherland.
On the final day of the Dalai Lama’s visit, he led a Medicine Buddha Empowerment
and give a public address on Peace Through
Inner Peace. He began by first talking about
the roles of the different religions in today’s
society. He outlined the commonality of
purpose of all religions saying they all have
the same potential for unbiased compassion.
He talked of the outreach Tibetan Buddhists
have done with other religions.
The Dalai Lama then gave an overview
of Buddhism emphasizing on the need to
study and practice the philosophy. His Holiness said the root of all problems could
be traced to extreme self-centeredness. He
suggested that serious Buddhist practitioner
should meditate on the four foundations of
mindfulness: mindfulness of body; mindfulness of feelings; mindfulness of mind; and
mindfulness of Dharmas.
Bestowing the Medicine Buddha Empowerment, His Holiness, as per Tibetan
Buddhist tradition, informed the audience
that he had received this empowerment from
both his tutors Taktra Rinpoche as well as
Trijang Rinpoche. He ended by reminding
the gathering that mere recitation of prayers
was not enough. He said that peace would

not come through prayer; peace will come
through action.
In the afternoon the next event began
at the same venue with welcome remarks
by Ms. Mary Jo Keitzer, director of the
Center for Spirituality and Healing of the
University of Minnesota, and Dr. Tsewang
Ngodup, President of the Tibetan American
Foundation of Minnesota.
Thereafter, University President Robert
H. Bruininks made welcome remarks and
talked about a variety of events, including
exhibitions and conference that were being
organized on Tibet in conjunction with the
visit of His Holiness. President Bruininks
and a Regent conferred the honorary Doctor of Humane Letters to His Holiness the
Dalai Lama.

University of Minnesota President Robert
Bruininks and the Dalai Lama
The Dalai Lama then gave his public
talk. He first thanked the University for the
Honorary Degree. He said in this second
visit after ten years people still showed
genuine kindness to him.
He said the 20th century has been the
most important century in human history. It
saw innovations in science and technology.
At the same time it also saw lot of bloodshed
and the use of nuclear bombs and the subsequent impact of these. He said people need
to promote those ideals that will generate
compassion, warm heartedness, strengthen
inner values, and build trust and friendship.
The Dalai Lama explained three main
reasons for developing inner values, namely
common experience, common sense and
thorough scientific evidence.
His Holiness said extreme self-centered
attitude and narrow vision not only did not
enable the development of inner peace but
also could be harming people physically.
The Dalai Lama said compassion was
the key factor for good physical health as
well as for a positive community. He suggested that there is a need for a project to
research on how to tackle these values and
outlined three ways in which the promotion of fundamental human values could be
done. These were theistic, non-theistic, and
secular ethics way.
He concluded by saying that he appreciated the University of Minnesota’s effort in
incorporating the study of spirituality.
His visit coincided with the official
launch of the Tibetan Healing Initiative
(THI) at the University’s Center for Spirituality & Healing. The new THI initiatives
will include research on the benefits of
blending Tibetan healing with conventional
health practices and integrating Tibetan
practices into regional clinic and hospital
settings.
In conjunction with the Dalai Lama’s
visit, TigerLion Arts also presented the
World Premiere of KIPO! This production
was a unique collaboration of Western
theatrical styles of creation and production with the ancient traditions of Tibetan
performing arts.
For more on these events, visit the official Web site of the Dalai Lama at
www.dalailama.com. 

